RecA mediated initial alignment of homologous DNA molecules displays apparent first order kinetics with little effect of heterology.
The mechanism and determinants of RecA mediated initial alignment of homologous DNA molecules were studied by performing Monte Carlo simulations of the dynamics of DNA molecules. The simulation procedure was used to assess the effect of heterologous DNA and dilution on the rate of formation and yield of homologous alignments. The results show that the apparent first order kinetic behavior and the impact of heterologous DNA, reported in literature [J. Biol. Chem. 261 (1986) 1025], can be observed even if the conversion of the initially aligned molecules into a stable joint is not rate-determining. The present study is the first step towards developing rigorous computational models to describe the process of homologous recombination, and theoretical frameworks to retrieve biophysical parameters of strand pairing and exchange proteins from in vitro assays of joint molecule formation.